The present study deals with the hydroelastic vibration analysis of structures in contact with fluid via coupled fluid-structure interaction (FSI) embedded with a finite element method (FEM) such that a structure displacement formulation is coupled with a fluid pressure-displacement formulation. For the preliminary study and validation of FEM based coupled FSI analysis, hydroelastic vibration characteristics of a rectangular plate in contact with fluid are first compared with the elastic vibration in terms of boundary condition and mode frequency. Numerical results from coupled FSI analysis have been shown to be rational and accurate, compared to energy method based theoretical solutions and experimental results. The effect of free surface on the vibration mode is numerically studied by changing the submerged depth of a rectangular plate. As a practical application, the hull structural vibration of 4,000 twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU) container ship is considered. Hydroelastic results of the ship hull structure are compared with those obtained from the elastic condition.
Introduction
The vibration of an elastic structure in contact with fluid has distinct features due to the effect of added mass, which is generated by the fluid pressure on the wetted surface of a submerged or floating structure such as a ship, an offshore structure, or a fluid tank. There are three kinds of significant vibration problems where the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) should be considered [1] . The first vibration problem is a relatively huge vibration that commonly occurs in elasto-acoustic problems such as the random flutter of an aircraft wing or the irregular motion of a suspension bridge. The second is a hydroelastic transient vibration caused by an underwater explosion or underwater impact loading. The third is a hydroelastic frequency-domain vibration of a submerged or floating structure due to FIS. For the study of the hydroelastic frequency-domain vibration of a structure in contact with fluid, a number of analytical methods have been developed to approximately evaluate the effect of the added mass using equivalent mapping function and model experiment [2] [3] [4] . Such methods facilitate the calculation of the added mass for the low frequency domain, and are computationally efficient. However, they can only be applied to a simple structure and are not be suitable for actual structures with complex shapes.
Finite element method (FEM) and/or boundary element method (BEM) based vibration analysis of a structure in contact with fluid has been practically applied to real-world applications. The coupled analysis employing FEM to both structure and fluid domains, or FEM to structure and BEM to fluid respectively has been widely used to solve vibration problems while considering the FSI phenomenon.
Such method has been successfully validated not only from theoretical, numerical and experimental evaluations but also with some commercial FEM codes [5] [6] [7] [8] . In the FEM-BEM based coupled analysis, the fluid-structure interaction effects are calculated in terms of generalized added masses using boundary integral equation and method of images. The FEM-BEM based coupled analysis is enhanced by the modal reanalysis scheme that is developed to solve the large coupled degrees of freedom based on from the Green function, and successfully applied to the vibration analysis of ships and offshore structures considering the FSI effects [9, 10] . A hybrid method -a boundary integral equation method for FSI effects and FEM for structural analysis -is suggested to evaluate the effects of different end conditions on the dynamic response behavior of thin circular cylindrical shell structures in the full contact with internally flowing fluid [11] . In the FEM based coupled analysis, the effect of FSI is implemented by the added mass, which is generated by the potential of an idealized fluid satisfying the compatibility conditions on the interface in contact with fluid. An appropriate boundary condition is imposed on the free surface for the vibration analysis of partially filled or submerged, horizontal cylindrical shell [12] . Coupled hydroelastic vibration analysis and experiment have been conducted for the fluid-filled rectangular tank which is part of the equipment used in the ship hull structure [13] . An analytical method is developed to perform the coupled vibration analysis of the sloshing and bulging modes for a liquid-filled rigid circular cylindrical storage tank with an elastic annular plate in contact with sloshing surface of liquid [14] . A theoretical study on the free vibration characteristics of a number of perforated beams in contact with an ideal liquid is carried out by considering the compatibility conditions under FSI [15] . The FEM based vibration analysis and experiment are performed on a thin-walled hemi-ellipsoidal prolate dome under the elastic and external water-pressure conditions using FEM for both structure and fluid [16] . Modal and damping results of liquid sloshing container are evaluated for the surface tension and contact line boundary conditions using FEM [17] .
The hydroelastic application of coupled analysis is especially significant in the context of the vibration of ship or offshore structures that have external contact with the infinite fluid domain. A 2D hydroelasticity theory has been successfully applied to a variety of beam-like merchant and naval ships in order to demonstrate its suitability to the symmetric, unsymmetric or anti-symmetric, and steady-state or dynamic behavior in waves [18] . The coupled analysis is theoretically applied to offshore structures using the full 3-D hydro-elasticity, where the Green function method is implemented in fluid domain and the finite element method is implemented in structure [19] . A comparison between coupled analysis theory and experimental measurements has been carried out for a fast patrol ship travelling in rough seas [20] . An idealized 2D/3D mono-hulled vessel treated as a flexible structure is adopted to predict and compare the dynamic characteristics using the FSI theory [21] . Dynamic behavior of bulk carrier hull structure is evaluated for both dry and wetted conditions, and the coupled analysis is applied to wet condition [22] . A ship structural vibration analysis procedure to estimate the global and local load effects considering symmetric and anti-symmetric hydroelastic conditions in high waves is proposed [23] .
The present study explores the frequency-domain hydroelastic vibration of structures in contact with fluid via the coupled analysis embedded with a commercial FEM code, NASTRAN such that a structural displacement formulation is coupled with a fluid pressure-displacement formulation. The paper particularly focuses on investigating various hydroelastic effects on vibration analysios of structures in contact with fluid. The vibration analysis of a rectangular plate is first carried out to evaluate various hydroelastic effects on dynamic characteristics; this is a procedure for validating theoretical and experimental results. The practical application of coupled analysis is then presented for a container ship structural vibration. In the vibration analysis of rectangular plate, a number of parameters such as boundary condition, submerged depth, and vibratory mode are evaluated in respect of the hydroelastic vibration. The characteristics of hydroelastic vibration in contact with fluid are compared with the elastic results in dry condition.
Prior to the numerical analysis on the rectangular plate and ship hull structure, the basic theory is briefly reviewed in context of the FEM based coupled FSI analysis for hydroelastic vibration problem. In the numerical analysis of a rectangular plate, hydroelastic vibration characteristics are first compared to the elastic vibration in terms of boundary condition and mode frequency. Vibration results from the coupled FSI analysis are compared and validated with energy method based theoretical solutions and experimental results [24] . The effect of submerged depth on the free surface is also discussed using results of hydroelastic vibration analysis. The coupled analysis is extended to a practical hydroelastic vibration analysis for the 4,000 twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU) container ship structure in contact with infinite sea water, and its results are compared with those of elastic vibration analysis in dry condition as well.
Fluid-Structure Interaction Theory [26]
In the FSI formulation, the governing equations for incompressible, inviscid, irrotational fluids are reconstructed into a matrix equation using the FEM where fluid pressures are the dependent variables while a matrix equation for the structure is typically formulated using the FEM. Mass and stiffness matrices are established based on a typical energy principle with the pressure taking the role of generalized displacement and the bounding surface displacement taking the role of the force function. The dynamics of the structure is described in the usual way with displacement taken as the dynamic variable and applied pressure taken as the force function. The linear dynamics is supposed for both the fluid and the structure in the formulation process, and the nodal matching compatibility is assumed at the wetted interface between the fluid and the structure. The free surface of fluid and the gravity constant are considered in the formulation while the surface tension is neglected [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Formulation of fluid domain
For an incompressible, inviscid, irrotational fluid with free surface, the complementary EulerLagrange matrix equation is defined as:
(1) where, L , p and P are the fluid interface matrix, the pressure and the generalized force imparted to the fluid, respectively. The pressure partitions p f , p w and p i correspond to the free surface, the wetted interface and the internal fluid pressure sets, respectively. The generalized force on the fluid interior is zero from the assumption of the uniform gravity. In the formulation of fluid domain, pressure variables are defined at undisturbed positions in space. As a free surface is displaced, the free surface pressure p f is defined in terms of the outward normal displacement of the fluid free surface u f as follows:
(2) where, ρ and g are fluid density and gravity constant, respectively. By multiplying Eqn. (2) by the free surface area matrix A ff , which is a symmetric positive definite matrix, the equation becomes:
where, the free surface stiffness matrix K ff is given by:
The inverse form of the free surface stiffness matrix K ff can be present by considering the symmetric positive definite maxtrix. Multiplying Eqn. (3) by
and twice the differentiation with respect to time yields:
where, the free surface mass matrix M ff is defined as follows:
This matrix is also symmetric positive definite. The double dot denotes twice the differentiation with respect to time, and T denotes the transpose of a matrix. The fluid free surface mass matrix is used in calculating the slosh modes of the fluid in a rigid structure. The generalized force in the fluid at the free surface is related to the outward normal displacement through the free surface area matrix and the flow relationship as follows: (5) and (7) becomes: (8) is the general symmetric matrix equations of a fluid; this equation is now applied to the coupled FSI formulation for solving the hydroelastic vibration problem.
Formulation of structure domain
In a structure domain, the matrix equation of vibration problem is generally defined as follows: (9) where, M and K are the mass and stiffness matrices, respectively, F the excited forces, and u b and u c the structural displacement sets corresponding to the fluid interface displacements and the remainder of the displacements, respectively. In Eqn. (9), the damping matrix is not included in the formulation.
Formulation of Coupled FSI
The generalized fluid force at the wetted interface is related to the structure displacement through the wetted surface area matrix and the flow relationship, and is defined similarly to Eqn. (7) as follows:
where, A bw is the wetted surface area matrix. The fluid applies forces over the structure surface area as follows:
where, K g is the gravity stiffness matrix. For most engineering applications, K g is much smaller than structure stiffness K bb in Eqn. (9) , and is able to be neglected in the coupled FSI formulation. The combination of the fluid and structure Eqns. (8) and (9) into a matrix equation incorporating Eqns. (10) and (11) yields: (12) Eqn. (12) is the non-symmetric coupled fluidstructure formulation. Solving the second row in Eqn. (12) for p w , substituting back into the matrix equation yields: (13) where,
The matrix m bb is usually called the added mass of the fluid to the structure. Eqn. (13) is still non-symmetric, but can be transformed into a symmetric form through a series of transformations. The key step in the transformations is to use the slosh modes. Solving the eigenvalue problem for the first row in Eqn. (13) after insert-
(rigid container), the modified equation is defined as follows: (20) where, q f is a vector of generalized coordinates, I ff is an identity matrix, and W ff is a diagonal matrix with the circular frequency squared on the diagonal. All slosh modes are retained; no modal truncation is used in the eigensolution. Using the slosh modes, Eqn. (13) can be converted into the following form:
The matrix ff L has a rank deficiency of one because the incompressible fluid volume does not change under the static uniform pressure. A wellknown theorem in linear algebra states that for a symmetric matrix A, the equation Ax = 0 has a nontrivial solution 0  x if and only if determi- L is singular, and a rigid body slosh mode exists in which its frequency is nearly zero. Partitioning the generalized coordinates q f into q r corresponding to the zero frequency slosh mode and q n corresponding to the rest of slosh modes, the diagonal matrix is defined as follows: (22 (27) is now symmetric, and no approximation is used in the series of transformations in order to lead to this equation from the original nonsymmetric Eqn. (12) . Such symmetric form is possible to solve the coupled FSI vibration problems.
Vibration of Rectangular Plate
Prior to conducting the coupled analysis into a practical structure, the validation of the proposed analysis is applied for a rectangular plate since boundary conditions are definitely realized in experimental and analytical solutions. That is, such simplified structure is expediently used to evaluate various hydroelastic effects on vibration analysis, which is compared with the analytical solution and experimental result. The hydroelastic vibration characteristics are to be compared with the elastic results in terms of boundary condition, order of vibratory mode and submerged depth from free surface. A commercial finite element software, NASTRAN [25] is used for both elastic and hydroelastic vibration analyses of which the detailed procedures are depicted in Figure 1 . The major dimensions and material properties of the rectangular plate are summarized in Table 1 . For the hydroelastic vibration analysis, the submerged depth from the free surface and the fluid type are presented in Figure 2 . The finite element model of the rectangular plate is generated using the SHELL element (type) as shown in Figure 3 . A total of 900 elements and 961 nodes are used in the finite element model. The wetted surface is defined such that plate elements are in contact with the fluid; all of plate elements have the interface with fluid at both top and bottom sides as shown in Figure 2 . For the validation of FEM solutions, the solutions are compared with the energy method based theoretical results and experimental data [24] . The energy method based analytical formulation for the plate vibration is defined as follows [29] 
, (24) . (25) In above expressions, ω is the normal mode frequency, λ is a coefficient of the vibration mode, a and b are width and height of the plate, respectively, h is the plate thickness, E is Young's modulus of the plate, γ is the mass per unit area, and ν is Poisson's ratio. In Eqns. (24) and (25), i and j denote mode sequences, and ρ S is the density of the plate. The analytical solution of the plate in contact with fluid is analogous to the following equation: (26) where, ε is the parameter for the added mass and defined as follows: (27) where,
In Eqn. (27) , α is a coefficient for the condition of a surrounding fluid and ρ F represents the density of fluid. The experiment has been carried out with respect to boundary condition and order of vibratory mode. The hydroelastic vibration experiment is performed in a model cistern -6.0 m (length)  2.0 m (breadth)  1.5 m (depth) in size -considering the effect of the submerged depth in fluid. The vibration frequencies and mode shapes are measured using exciter, accelerometer, analyzer, etc. The experiment in a model cistern containing fluid is also repeated in dry conditions [24] .
A number of boundary conditions on the rectangular plate are selected to identify the hydroelastic vibration characteristics as shown in Figure 3 . For the various boundary conditions, the results of coupled analysis are compared with both the energy method based analytical solutions and experimental ones as summarized in Table 2 . Hydroelastic vibration analyses of the first normal mode are carried out for all types of boundary conditions. The results of frequency and mode shape are compared with the elastic vibration analysis in dry condition to see the fluid effects on the vibration of rectangular plate as shown in Table 2 and Figure 4 , wherein the mode frequency and the magnitude of mode shape are decreased in fluid compared to the results in dry condition. The decrement is found for all types of boundary conditions since the added mass as defined Eqn. (22) seems to be affected on the structure-fluid interface. The decrement ratio of hydroelastic vibration frequency is remarkable in case of the simplesimple and free-free (S-S, F-F) boundary condition comparing to the clamp-clamp and clamp-clamp (C-C, C-C) condition. A mass effect on the hydroelastic motion increases as the boundary condition becomes reduced. Thus, the fluid effect on the vibration of structure in contact with fluid should be significantly considered in a floating structure. It is also proved that FEM based results are rational compared to analytical solutions and experimental results for both in dry and wetted conditions as represented in Table 2 . The fluid effect on vibration mode order is reviewed as the mode is increased up to the fourth order. The simple-simple and simplesimple (S-S, S-S) boundary condition is adopted for the evaluation of mode effect. The frequencies of four mode shapes are obtained from FEM based analysis, theoretical formulation and experiment, and are demonstrated in Table 3 and Figures 5 to 6. In these results, the FEM based coupled analysis results tend to be more consistent with experimental results than analytical solutions as the mode sequence is increased. The vibration mode in energy method is calculated based on considering the structural geometry values of a and b as defined in Eqn. (24) while the coupled analysis includes both mass and stiffness terms for complete vibration modes as represented in Eqn. (27) . Therefore, the coupled analysis is appropriate for evaluating the high mode vibration of structure in contact with fluid. The effect of the submerged depth from free surface is evaluated using the coupled analysis. The wetted surface is defined only at the bottom side for the analysis cases of the submerged depth of 0.1 mm and t/2 mm -half of thickness of rectangular plate, while others have an interface with fluid at both top and bottom sides, covering the full submergence. The submerged depth effect is explored for simple-simple and free-free (S-S, F-F) boundary condition which represents the prominent hydroelastic effect as mentioned above. The first mode frequencies are evaluated according the variation of the submerged depth as represented in Table 4 and Figure 7 . These results show that the hydroelastic effect on vibration is remarkably increased as half of thickness of rectangular plate is submerged in fluid. After the plate is fully sunk in fluid, the submerged depth has little effect on vibration characteristics up to an infinite depth because fluid boundary condition is considered only on the fluid-structure interface in the coupled analysis.
Vibration of Ship Hull Structure
Both elastic and hydroelastic vibration characteristics of an actual ship structure are now explored to emphasize the significance of the hydroelastic effect on a practical application using a commercial code, NASTRAN. The main characteristics of container ship are represented in Table 5 . In Table 5 , RPM, BHP, MCR and NCR denote revolutions per minute, brake horsepower, maximum continuous rating, and normal continuous rating, respectively. Ship vibratory responses are mainly caused by the excitation forces from the main engine and propeller propulsion. The main excitation frequencies due to main engine and propeller are summarized in Table 6 . In a case where such results are applied to the vibration based design, modal frequencies of ship hull structure should not be resonant with main excitation frequencies under the operating range from NCR to MCR. The ship hull structure of container carrier has large openings on the deck level to load a number of containers. This type of a ship structure has relatively low torsion stiffness in terms of large openings. In the vibration analysis of container ship, complex modes appear to the vertical mode, the coupled torsion-horizontal mode and local modes since the opening of structure generally results in a large difference between centroid and shear center [30] . The FE model of a ship hull structure is shown in Figure 8 (a), wherein the half breadth of a ship is used to generate the FE model due to the symmetry in structure. The SHELL element type is applied to deck, transverse, longitudinal bulkhead, girder, web frame and outer shell plating. Stiffeners and some heavy rigs are idealized with BEAM and MASS element-types, respectively. The same values of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio in Table 1 are used in the ship hull structure as well. For some trivial parts that are not represented in FE model, their density is increased from increased from 7.85E+3 kg/m3 to 7.92E+3 kg/m3 to realize an actual ship weight. Numbers of elements and nodes in the FE model of ship hull structure are 8,717, and 3,959, respectively. The operation condition of the container ship is assumed to be the ballast condition. As shown in Figure 8 (b), symmetric and asymmetrical boundary conditions are applied to the half breadth of ship hull structure to evaluate both ver-tical and torsion-horizontal vibration modes. The wetted surface of ship hull structure is defined on the outer shell plating for the coupled analysis as represented in Figure 8(c) , and the fluid density of sea water is 1.02E+3 kg/m3. Table 7 and Figures 9(a) to 10(b) , respectively. The comparisons of elastic and hydroelastic vibration results are also shown in Figure 11 . As shown in Table 7 , the lower first frequency results from torsion-horizontal vibration mode due to the structural characteristics of container ship. The frequency and mode results of hydroelastic vibration considering the fluid interface considerably differ from the elastic vibration in both vertical and torsion-horizontal vibration. The hydroelastic frequencies of ship hull structure is lower than the elastic due to the effect of added mass on the outer shell plating in contact with sea water. As shown in Figure 11 , the fluid effect on the actual ship hull structure is increased in both vertical and torsion-horizontal vibration cases as each vibration mode is increased to the higher order. The resonance with main excitation frequencies is also explored in the context of hydroelastic vibration modes as shown in Figure 12 , wherein modal frequencies of ship hull structure have no possibility of resonance with main excitation sources under the operating range from NCR to MCR for both vertical and torsion-horizontal vibration modes. As presented in the results of practical application, the hydroelastic approach should be significantly considered in vibration evaluation of a structure operating in fluid such as ship and offshore structure. 
Concluding Remarks
The present study discusses a finite element based coupled analysis to evaluate the vibration of structures in contact with fluid. Finite element analysis on various boundary conditions, vibration mode effect and submerged depth from free surface of the rectangular plate is carried out using the coupled analysis, and compared with the analytical solutions and experimental results. The hydroelastic vibration characteristics of the rectangular plate in contact with fluid are also compared with the elastic results in dry condition. The coupled analysis results of structure in contact with fluid tend to be more consistent with experimental results as the mode sequence is increased. The hydroelastic effect on the vibration of the rectangular plate is remarkably increased as the half of thickness is submerged in fluid. Once the plate is fully sunk in fluid, the variation of vibration characteristic is negligible up to an infinite submerged depth.
Subsequently, the hull structural vibration of 4,000 TEU container ship is considered for the practical application of coupled analysis. The hydroelastic vibration characteristics of ship hull structure contacted with sea water are evaluated on both vertical and torsion-horizontal vibration modes, and compared with the elastic results in dry condition. It is shown that the hydroelastic effect should be also considered for the vibration evaluation of structures in contact with fluid, and the coupled analysis plays an important role in such problems.
